
The massive "Peace Statue," erected in memory and a symbol of world peace,
dominates this thoughtful park commemorating the atomic bombing of Nagasaki on
August 9, 1945.

Above Peace Memorial Park stands the sobering Nagasaki Atomic Bomb Museum.
Here you can view displays of photographs and artifacts and watch videos detailing this
tragic event in world history.

This hilltop, open-air museum exhibits mansions from the Meiji era, belonging to former
Western residents of Nagasaki. Enjoy panoramic views of Nagasaki harbor from the
beautifully landscaped grounds.

Constructed in 1864 during the Edo Period, the church was designed to appeal to the
growing community of foreign merchants and is the only Western building designated
as a national treasure.

Visit this charming, well-preserved, 16th-century town featuring a samurai village and a
superbly reconstructed feudal castle. Tour the elegant, five-story white structure, which
is now an historical museum.

The birthplace of porcelain manufacturing in Japan, Arita is a quaint mountain town with
400 years of history producing ceramic treasures. Tour a working kiln and shop for
pieces to take home.

Originally built for Portuguese missionaries in the 17th century, this fan-shaped island
and National Historical Site became a Dutch trading center, introducing beer, coffee
and chocolate to Japan.

Nearly 1,100 feet high, this hill to the west of Nagasaki is known for its "10 Million Dollar
Night View" - also spectacular in daylight - which you can see if you ride to the summit
by cable car.

Experience Nagasaki's history on this full-day tour. Visit Peace Memorial Park, tour the Atomic Bomb Museum and view the black
monolith marking Ground Zero. Visit Dejima Museum, once Japan's sole window on the outside world. Stroll through Glover Garden and
view the first wooden Western-style house in Japan.

Discover picturesque Shimabara Peninsula on a scenic drive and visit to the quaint 17th-century "castle town." Tour the estate and
museum before strolling through a samurai village that preserves the ways of the warrior class. You'll also see Mizunashi Honjin, a village
buried during the 1991 eruption of Mt. Fugen.

Discover picturesque Shimabara Peninsula on a scenic drive and visit to the quaint 17th-century "castle town." Tour the estate and
museum before strolling through a samurai village that preserves the ways of the warrior class. You'll also see Mizunashi Honjin, a village
buried during the 1991 eruption of Mt. Fugen.

Explore historic Nagasaki on a narrated drive that includes a visit to Peace Memorial Park. Tour the Atomic Bomb Museum and view the
Atomic Bomb Hypocenter: Ground Zero. Other memorable and moving sights include a drive past the city's One-Legged Torii Gate and
the stately Urakami Catholic Church.

Nagasaki, Japan
For most travelers, Nagasaki is a symbol of the horror and the inhumanity of war. An estimated 75,000 people perished in 1945 when the
city became the second target of a nuclear attack. Today, Nagasaki's Peace Park and Atomic Bomb Museum draw visitors from around
the world.

But this beautiful city on Kyushu offers other sights. Often described as the San Francisco of Japan, the city occupies verdant hills
surrounded by a deep-water bay. For three centuries, Nagasaki was Japan's sole window on the world. The city is also celebrated as the
setting for Puccini's opera "Madame Butterfly."

Points of Interest

Special Child Pricing Available!
Children age 12 and younger, savings up to 50%. For actual pricing information, click on tour title or Reserve button.

Peace Memorial Park

Atomic Bomb Museum

Glover Garden

Oura Catholic Church

Shimabara Castle and Village

Arita

Dejima

Mt. Inasa

Sightseeing & City Tours

Best of Nagasaki (Guided in English)
NGS-100 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 40

You will visit: You will see:

Shimabara Castle & Samurai Village (Guided in English)
NGS-105 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 40

You will visit:

Shimabara Castle & Samurai Village (Guided in Japanese)
NGS-109 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 40

You will visit:

Highlights of Nagasaki (Guided in English)
NGS-200 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 40

You will visit:

7
hours from $199.95

7.5
hours from $199.95

7.5
hours from $99.00

3
hours from $99.95
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Explore historic Nagasaki on a narrated drive that includes a visit to Peace Memorial Park. Tour the Atomic Bomb Museum and view the
Atomic Bomb Hypocenter: Ground Zero. Other memorable and moving sights include a drive past the city's One-Legged Torii Gate and
the stately Urakami Catholic Church.

Explore historic Nagasaki on a narrated drive that includes a visit to Peace Memorial Park. Tour the Atomic Bomb Museum and view the
Atomic Bomb Hypocenter: Ground Zero. Other memorable and moving sights include a drive past the city's One-Legged Torii Gate and
the stately Urakami Catholic Church.

Explore historic Nagasaki on a narrated drive that includes a visit to Peace Memorial Park. Tour the Atomic Bomb Museum and view the
Atomic Bomb Hypocenter: Ground Zero. Other memorable and moving sights include a drive past the city's One-Legged Torii Gate and
the stately Urakami Catholic Church.

This tour is designed for passengers who prefer to see some sights from the motorcoach with little or no walking involved. Celebrate
Nagasaki's scenic highlights on a narrated drive that's perfect for passengers who prefer little or no walking. Take in panoramic views
from the Mt. Inasa Lookout point. Visit Peace Memorial park and drive past such landmarks as the Urakami Catholic Church and the
famed one-legged Torii Gate.

Travel to the mountain town of Arita, famed for ceramics since the 17th century. Visit a major kiln and watch artisans at work creating
one-of-a-kind porcelain treasures. Stroll through town and purchase unique pieces to adorn your home. Enjoy lunch and visit the Peace
Memorial Park for a moving experience.

Experience Nagasaki as the locals do on this walking tour and public tram ride that features the city's most noted sights. Visit the Atomic
Bomb Museum and the Hypocenter before continuing to Peace Memorial Park. See the famed one-legged Torii Gate and stroll the
streets of this vibrant city.

Travel to Sasebo and enjoy views of Shinsaikai bridge, spanning the turbulent waters of Hario Straits. Walk out on the pedestrian deck
for views of the dramatic whirlpools below (water conditions permitting). Take in views of the city from Yumihari Hill. After lunch, enjoy a
cruise to the Kujukushima Islands.

In this exclusive tour, visit the Mitsubishi Shipyard Museum for an overview of the inner workings of this shipyard and its history. The
guide from the shipyard will join this tour and drive through the shipyard with you. Then you will be taken to an observation point for
views of the shipyard and city of Nagasaki.

In this exclusive tour, visit the Mitsubishi Shipyard Museum for an overview of the inner workings of this shipyard and its history. The
guide from the shipyard will join this tour and drive through the shipyard with you. Then you will be taken to an observation point for
views of the shipyard and city of Nagasaki.

Explore Gunkanjima, the "Battleship Island," a haunting conglomeration of architectural ruins, built during the heyday of Japan's coal
mining industry. A scenic ferry ride takes you to the walled island, populated from 1887 to 1974, and a guided tour reveals the history
and architectural innovation of this once thriving city.

Explore Gunkanjima, the "Battleship Island," a haunting conglomeration of architectural ruins, built during the heyday of Japan's coal
mining industry. A scenic ferry ride takes you to the walled island, populated from 1887 to 1974, and a guided tour reveals the history
and architectural innovation of this once thriving city.

Highlights of Nagasaki (Guided in Spanish)
NGS-202 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 40

You will visit:

Highlights of Nagasaki (Guided in German)
NGS-203 | Nagasaki, Japan

You will visit:

Highlights of Nagasaki (Guided in Japanese)
NGS-204 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 40

You will visit:

City Drive & Mt. Inasa Lookout (Guided in English)
NGS-290 | Nagasaki, Japan

You will visit: You will see:

Special Interests

Arita & Peace Memorial Park (Guided in English)
NGS-130 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 40

You will visit:

Walking Tour of Nagasaki (Guided in English)
NGS-380 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 35

You will visit:

Kujuku-shima Islands (Guided in Japanese)
NGS-129 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 40

Mitsubishi Shipyard (Guided in English)
NGS-210 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 40

Mitsubishi Shipyard (Guided in Japanese)
NGS-214 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 40

Gunkanjima Island (Guided in English)
NGS-225 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 30

Gunkanjima Island (Guided in Japanese)
NGS-229 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 30

Exploring on Your Own

3
hours from $99.95

3
hours from $99.95

3
hours from $49.00

2
hours from $79.95

7.5
hours from $199.95

3.5
hours from $99.00

8.5
hours from $99.00

3.5
hours from $119.95

3.5
hours from $89.00

3.75
hours from $99.95

3.75
hours from $69.00
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The Dutch established a trading post at Nagasaki in the 17th century. Huis Ten Bosch is a residential resort that celebrates Japan's long
connection with the Netherlands. Modeled on a 17th century Dutch town, the resort features quaint buildings, cobblestone streets,
Dutch-inspired canals - and beautiful year-round flower gardens.

Huis Ten Bosch Theme Park On Your Own (Escorted in
Japanese)
NGS-189 | Nagasaki, Japan | Group Size: 40

6.5
hours from $139.00
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